Appendix 8
BNC Concordance lines for /stɹ/
smoke cloud was too low to have an impact on

stratospheric

climate circulation. Oil fire specialists

waiting-room from the office part, looking

straight

at me and never away. He was a big man,

between North and South from a position of

strength

. Faltering economies rarely run to the

recognised that the model of Attainment Targets,

Strands

and Levels, offers a well-structured instrument

The fluidity of internal administrative

structures

, the increased turnover of staff, and the

greatly enhanced by the application of seismic

stratigraphy

(see Section 4.3.1). Together with evidence

, thrashing through flashes, In crashing

streets

, with no house, friend, hope of sanity

asked to provide at the next revision of the

structure

plan and so if we can keep some land back

respect of each sector. It's not it's not as

straightforward

, the conclusions in respect of one may

the districts have said there about the

strategic

importance of having such a policy. Chairman

the bottom of the drive. She fluttered the

strut

all and above the windows like eyelashes

RAF College. A fortunate posting indeed,

straight

into the College workshops with an endless

paused for a moment and looked down into her

stricken

, ashen face. `I can see he's gone a little

viewed the cold salmon and potato salad, the

strawberries

and cream, and the bottle of champagne

`I'm not panicking!' Her voice sounded

strained

as the irony of his words hit her full

the strongyles and hookworms. The

strongyles

are parasitic in the large intestine and

one; it is to help in the terrible urgent

struggle

for World Peace and a better social and

information in the pupil's own knowledge

structures

. These maps are an important vehicle for

Every nerve in her body was taut,

stretched

to breaking-point; gently he took something

choose pragmatism, which seems a far better

strategy

, instead. We can summarize. In the earlier

words" exception" and" reservation" are,

strictly

, different mechanisms. An exception is

retirements from the firm is also more likely to

strengthen

the loyalties of junior partners by giving

may range from full partnership down to"

strategic

alliances" designed for pooling resources

to do. need to be rehearsing pretty much

straight

away. Yeah. Once we've got all the scripts

into what he considers the intonational

structure

to be. There are two problems here. First

; prosody and syntax; reading, personal;

strophe

and quatrain; translation 1 Horace,"

consistent with the firm's overall strategy. The

strategy

should guide the allocation of resources

courageous publishers in triumph through the

streets

of London after they had been acquitted

corporate finance field. we saw as being very

strong

again in tax er and certainly in the er

solely as an isolated advers adversarial

struggle

where you're weighing up the rel the relative

against? ooh, ooh. five, six, seven, eight, .

stroppy

. . taken . well he missed a good few hands

demands now although I'm supporting this

strong

report here, I think it's a mistake to

materials, tents and oxygen cylinders - are

strewn

around the foothills and lower slopes of

confirm. The temptation to answer the . Now

straight

on we haven't got the real reason why we

mountains to the north, this is a delightful

stretch

of countryside. You agree?' she demanded

in a parody of her usual smooth-flowing

stride

, she knew it as she was forced to search

agility won the day over bulk and sheer brute

strength

, and she hit the ground at a roll, grabbing

and plain beige top and, after a slight

struggle

with the clasp, fastened her gold locket

made no attempt to hide herself, in some

strange

way, completely out of character for herself

, back in my arms.' His words went

straight

to her heart, and she remembered the private

It probably saved your life.' He got up,

stretching

, his head endangering the overhead light

`I fancied some tea.' `Right.' He

stripped

off his yellow waterproof. `I'll take it

calming breath and turned, and was put off her

stroke

for a moment when she saw his glance flicking

You're in Czechoslovakia on holiday?' the

stranger

suddenly enquired, and Fabia warmed to

scared?' `Why not? I'd never felt the

strength

of this emotion called love before. This

are no references to incinerators in the

structural

plan. Would this planning application be

Plastic bluebeat. Synthetic soul. Under

strobe

lights flickering like a tropical storm

expecting a customer and there were three

strangers

. Tough looking. They threatened us-me and

Floyd, they did it fast. When the police
confidence and connections. Growing up in
Wimpole

straightened

out Innocent's body on the ground, know

Street

, London, her father Arthur Wellesley Edis

but still managed to score. Gordon

Strachan

OBE is simply unbelievable, and if HRH

turbulent puffs and have a characteristic

structure

. There is some variability in the

Sections 3.3 and 17.8, we saw that the vortex

street

frequency has ranges of decreased regularity

. Anyway, a couple of plus points,

Strachan

was outstanding (superb goal), Batty was

emailinc I fully agree with Stuart that

Strachan

is the spark that lit the fire. In years

here was apparently an attempt to change

strokes

into dots; and it is dots he wrote for

Greenwich Village at the corner of Bleeker

and MacDougal. I'll be wearing a green

horse, house, people, street. They were

Street
stream-ofconsciousness

within range, I thought of the following

stratagem

: - a corked bottle, attached to a long

of human behaviour. Cities and community

structure

he saw as reflecting both the instinctive

the nation as giving some sense to this

struggle

. Indeed, Hitler represented his own life

most effective ways to maintain our current

strong

sales growth.' The pre-Christmas

chains may be sufficiently high to allow a

structural

analysis of the polymer to be accomplished

database administrator, but this suggested

structure

is a useful starting point. We now

, and half a mile later turned left into

Strada

Cosmonautilor. The Fletchers had a flat

privately owned are integrated into the

structure

of public policy to secure public objectives

and down the weight dragged him, to where

strange

fish swam past and gaped at him with milky

flat-chested body. And he turned and gripped the

struts

of the gate, gazing out like a prisoner

the climate. Diamonds and rare jewels were

strewn

across the floor as if they had been there

worth. Some accounts of Heracles' exploits

stress

his misogyny, applying the epithet misogynos

two of them. As Chairman of the CNAA and

strongly

committed to its activities, Sir Michael

`We'll refuel in Madrid and carry

straight

on. Should be in Lisbon by late afternoon

`Excellent. I got clipped in an air

strike

on the first day. That way I don't need

eight with natural platinum hair that fell

straight

on to her shoulders, she had a naturally

Valerie. `You are a serious person.' Hugo

stroked

the back of her neck with his strong fingers

were happy. Talked - how they talked! The

streets

were noisy with greetings, chatter and

sometimes didn't. Nothing changed. A

stray

, dingy orange kitten came yowling up to

to work up at the college with all those

strapping

lads running round in jockey shorts and

little happiness, perhaps, Hal, nothing

stranger

than that. A little happiness, while there

They might be forced to discard him - and a

stray

company working at large would not scruple

I have a reputation, one that I'm really

stretching

to the full in doing a feature on sunny

boasting that he could drain it dry. His mouth

stretched

as he aimed the thin jet down his throat

fixCalibStrip - Position the reference

strip

correctly. This procedure takes a

Filter Since the infra-red reflectance is

strongly

linked to the presence of water it was

words, Harvey explained later, a constant

the ladies' pond The bleakness of my
informational domain Inductive: The associations
of

street

in winter overwhelms me, though it is a

strings

and informational elements are defined

organization. One technique is to look at its

strengths

and weaknesses and the opportunities and

morning was taken up with the Townhead Cup, a

stroke

play competition resulting in a close fought

rise. There could be a rent strike, a rates

strike

, or both. Official statistics Renumbered

there is a limited budget which will not

stretch

to TV advertising. However there will be

closely with the marketing team on development

strategies

for the Company's key brands. Robert Johnson

reserved for cases where the factual issues are

straightforward

(most often road traffic accidents), and

also an integral element of the new LCCIEB

structure

. Established to develop a more proactive

chicken litter - a mixture of wood shavings,

straw

and droppings - after experience with the

the hitherto Deputy Justice Minister, Adam

Strezembosz

, First President of the Supreme Court.

were held briefly in custody on July 4. The

strike

was declared illegal on July 7. Despite

battlefield is firm, will our diplomatic

struggle

be effective". New Director-General

public services were affected by warning

strikes

, aimed at obtaining wage increases and

manufacturer Volvo [see also p. 37161]. Peugeot

strike

Employees of the Peugeot motor company

elements who were reputedly uneasy over the

strikes

and over the possibility of a left-wing

beaten and deported. The decree also imposed

strict

censorship of the media, including the

existing agreements, South Korea and Peru

stressed

the need for a balance between protection

). The facility replaced the August 1987

structural

adjustment facility and the 10-month standby

Eastern European societies and the impact of

strengthened

relations of private property and, on the

to provide a systematic narrative of the

strike

and its aftermath, focused on a single

Fund raising 1006 `Quick appraisal' review

Strategy

as part of the acquisition process.

Strategic

Services 1007 MC Introduction 1008 MAS
review SPG would begin by initially
developing

selected for phase II See 0505.62

Strictly

Private & Confidential - Addressee only

partner Nick Faldo, playing against Curtis

Strange

in the opening Foursomes. Comedy of

the Department should reflect the regional

structure

of education administration in Northern

the prosecution had also put forward `a

strange

collection of witnesses' some of whom,

the award, he had to drink a full glass of

straight

England's strength ENGLAND will have a

strong

lemon juice without grimacing. Then he
representation in the Stena-Sealink
international

described the atmosphere back at the College

Street

club where she trains. `The club

Programme (JAEP). JAEP consists of three

strands

: 1. Plant - Herbivore Interaction administered

countered by pointing out that the loss of the

street

trade alone in the Manhattan area, until

Charmley has disinterred and raked over every

stratum

of the Churchill myth.' Some may doubt

National Front (FNT). National conference -

Strikes

In an interview on Oct. 5 with French

from the Interior Ministry, their final

stronghold

. After losing the battle for Kabul, Hekmatyar

presidential term from six to four years;

strengthening

the role of the National Assembly; and

see p. 37444]. June 1990: agreement

strengthening

Montreal protocol on protection of ozone

the invasion [see p. 37635-41]. September:

strengthening

outcome of the summit was the signing of the

Strategic

of US-led multinational forces in Saudi
Arms Reduction Treaty (START) which
committed

Discussion of the draft constitution, which

stressed

the rule of law, separation of the powers

conference to formulate Togo's future political

structure

finally opened in Lomé on July 8. President

Gates's role in the affair were sufficiently

strong

, however, that in 1987 he had withdrawn

the meeting Yassir Arafat, the PLO chair,

stressed

that the PLO had had no alternative but

promote sub-regional integration through the

strengthening

of TCA institutions, particularly those

settlements in the West Bank and the Gaza

Strip

downgraded their prevention and research

strategy

(with the exception of Jerusalem and the
and warned that" the gap between the
intensifying

of continuing miners' strikes and protest

strikes

against price increases. The International

on Dec. 2 denied the latest allegations,

stressing

that" Pakistan's nuclear programme is for

earthquake measuring 6.8 on the Richter scale

struck

Flores and surrounding islands in the eastern

Progress of strike The public-sector

strike

was stepped up in early May; by May 6 there

the law; to promote political progress; to

strengthen

the economy; and to create equality of

their families, and some civilians. I must

stress

the fact that this building is not, as

goes alongside the need for provisions to

strengthen

the protection. I wish to make it clear

it. Perhaps more importantly, the

Stratford

decision must throw the entire financing

thousands of tiny taste buds which react

strongly

to sweetness. This feature usefully serves

anaesthetic. As a result I had a very pleasant,

stress-free

, pain-free labour and delivery. Moreover

the ordinary Omanis: industrious people

striving

to make their country prosperous. This

to smile back? And when he stood to

strip

off his tunic and shirt to have his arm

harmed, but it didn't save his neck. Guy

strangled

him.' Isabel's gaze went back to

his drunken stupor. He screamed, perhaps

struggled

, but Vulcan lashed out once more with a

is extremely important. The rural housing

strategy

developed by Scottish Homes will also assist

Prime Minister give a straight answer to a

straight

question? Is he aware that the words he

teachers under its education budget. Mr.

Straw

Does the Under-Secretary understand that

at the weekend?' The thin red lips

stretched

into a smile. `It did - but I couldn't

features, especially the principle that in dire

straits

, where there is hardship and cuts are to

the twin track of political progress and

strong

security? Will he agree also that it would

time purely trying to show the Opposition's

strength

in delaying tactics, which gets nobody

and of the national galleries have made

strong

representations that, for good sound reasons

devised for large organizations. Properly

structured

, hierarchy can release energy and creativity

gradient. Drains should ideally be laid in

straight

lines between inspection chambers and should

but which are not interchangeable in any

straight-forward

fashion. For example, the mwali and bagi

with both hands. Drawing a deep breath, she

straightened

her spine. Wanting what you couldn't have

Atlantic; from Noval Scotia north to the Davis

Strait

and W. Greenland in the western Atlantic

test-tube transfer `generations', a new

strain

of RNA that was resistant to the poison

by calcareous algae. The point which has

struck

me most (in my myopic way) has been the

then past Miss Lavant, and past the other

strollers

on the promenade. Miss Lavant's scarlet

from the line. 4. Though the Laffer curve

strictly

refers only to overall tax level, and not

A good man, Ephraim Cook, with a good,

strait-laced

, sensible wife, a man who'd keep the looms

but of the common man. They were on

strike

for the Charter and only for the Charter

the junction of Ermine Street and Stane

Street

at Braughing, where, from the second century

they were not rapine and robbery? There was

strong

anti-Catholic feeling but it was mostly

etc. If you have a detailed outline of the

structure

and proportions, then if the essay becomes

headings are is that it should be possible to

string

them together into a paraphrase of what

makes it read as a whole rather than as a

string

of separate jottings. Secondly, many of

to state its objects. Practitioners are

strongly

advised to use Clause 3(a) as under the

teachers see differentiation not only as a

strategy

to ensure progression but also as a vital

. Congress, colleagues, I wanna begin by

stressing

that this motion is not about reducing

surgery were included in the study. Colonic

structures

were identified in 59 patients; initially

of tumour ingrowth through the metallic

struts

, or tumour overgrowth. As obstruction in

alcoholic drinks companies in the world. Our

strategy

is to focus all our resources on the two

in line 180 `The quality of mercy is not

strained

', she promptly forgets to show

the F word is fitness and I advise them

strongly

not to, and if I could ban it I would.

and empty. Some attempt had been made to

straighten

the limbs and that was all. Apparently,

; Amersham), followed by incubation with

streptavidin

biotinylated peroxidase complex (1:100

now there's no surely finally every every

strike

is settled in the end and they've got to

's model, using stepwise regression with

stratification

by age at diagnosis with BMDP software.

or organs , says Darwin, would have been

strengthened

and perfected through the principle of

bear in mind England's complicated manorial

structure

. A manor did not necessarily cover the

little doubt that it was bubonic plague which

struck

Chesterfield in 1586-87. During the previous

name and the version number for the Package

Structure

Listing. The package name must be specified

assessed the DC only the MODULES field in this

structure

will contain valid information. MODULES/

field is left blank, all modules in the

structure

will be processed. Finally, the user

with the exception of KG42 which gave a

strong

spot. KG9, KG42, and KG62 cross reacted

Increasing intra-abdominal pressure by

straining

as if to defecate in control subjects produced

22.4 per 100,000. There is, therefore, a

strong

case for funding of melanoma surveillance

questions must be answered. The first two are

straightforward

- does the treatment produce a therapeutic

mixture. `I'll see what value I can get on the

street

in town for these and I'll leave you this

diamond which Richard had given him. More

striking

is the example of Ralph Bigod who, safely

You told me, Lewis, that Mr Eddie bloody

Stratton

had been missing in quite extraordinarily

aisle, heads nodded at the buildings and

streets

around them as a now livelier Ashenden

he always wanted to be a drummer.

Straightforward

and educational, I Don't Sound Like Nobody

Diane, I have to emphasis another highly

strange

coincidence - this cool and quirky finger-snap

about other people, and their attitude to

strange

bodies cluttering up the place. They had

adequate in 93.6% of patients with corrosive

strictures

and this success rate was comparable with

contract can also be determined using arbitrage

strategies

minimum of variations, then to design the

structure

. Suppose the objective is to receive
so that it has a maximum content of
standardized

cherry tree so garlanded and hooped was

stripped

to green in a day. The jonquils died, the

only one I would mention Chairman is not

strictly

accurate, we all did, lots of us anyway

it was impossible for the government to

struggle

on with its tiny majority. In the ensuing

like general practitioners contributing in

strategy-setting

and so on, so they are less likely to make

importance. `It's a difficult balance to

strike

' says Bill, `but we feel we have got it

that they know little or nothing about the

structure

of the IBOA, the decision-making process

built with military precision - Watling

Street

, Foss Way, Icknield Street and Ermin Way

opposition between automatism and making

strange

which underlies the one between material

social or cultural reality are de fined by

structuralist

theory in semiotic terms, so that (as in

provided by the linguistic component of

structuralism

that give structuralist literary theory

have it with someone who really enjoyed it

straight

. He switched on his sneer and took himself

fall if she didn't. `Let me get this

straight

; you're going to model clothes for Roman

itself had taken on an almost gaunt look, the

strong

bone-structure rigidly marked, and the

life of its own' (Hyman, 1968) but also a

strength

and honesty of feeling that outweighed

way to ensure this is to take your basic

structures

from stories or texts told by your language

the orthodox ideal of autonomous musical

structures

; and it is no surprise to find distinct

Rochester and Aylesford. The opinion was

strongly

expressed that Halling was the best point

emphasising the verb element: I do like

strawberries

!; You did do that well! encyclopaedia

had struck them first - issued from an old

street

lamp, leaning at a crazy angle, rather

too much bother. Inconvenience is a much

stronger

deterrent than prohibition. Laziness is

chaos. You can hardly believe that a few

stretchsuits

and some nappies can possibly cost as much

chain are about two orders of magnitude

stronger

than those between chains. The polymer

time and temperature effects at much lower

stresses

and over smaller temperature ranges, and

I was pleased to be sitting here with a

strong

drink, pleased that I wasn't staked out

frail-tubed spine. In the bathroom I

stripped

slowly before the mirror. Face first: there

scouting at the Festival. He'd seen Dean

Street

as an element of approved North Yorkshire

strategic

, and liked what he saw. And to follow?
policy, and we've progressed that erm
alteration

Come in. Good morning. Morning . You're a

stranger

underground proved a stronger pull. `In a

strict

. Aye. What can we do for you this morning
Party sense this was all bourgeois
individualism

understood the system. She had weighed its

strengths

and weaknesses. So now Theodora looked

internal boundaries. The narrative sequence

stresses

the solid sameness of the human features

causing her to utter a sharp cry of distress.

Strange

, she thought crossly, that the Copenhageners

his arms, nestling her head against his

strong

shoulder. `I'm asking you to marry me,

teenage pal which included topless dancing,

striptease

and even a lesbian double act. Zarina

security provided by existing Nato military

structures

. A European Common Foreign and Security

on the dark, silky water. Even the boldly

striped

mooring posts were topped with a dollop

down his burden. As Greg reached him he was

stripping

off his mask, and the two of them knelt

perhaps elsewhere.' So saying, he

strode

out of the house. Athelstan breathed a

himself, that the girl was not roaming the

streets

getting into trouble like the girls who

and the fresh green shade dappled with the

strong

sun outside raised her spirits. They were

Such unrepresentative surfaces can be

stripped

away by bombardment of the sample with

cottage and all, the bastard comes back!

Strewth

!' Mrs Beeson expostulated, astonishing

to be at the Variety Theatre in Macklin

Street

at seven-thirty that night for another

was absolutely no way of telling. And it

struck

her again, even more forcefully than before

Belinda said firmly. No point in alarming and

stressing

Faye further with worst-case scenarios.

the assassin?' Eudo summoned all his

strength

, as if he could stand the pain no longer

importance of backing basic research without

strings

, the suspicion still lingers that decisions

walked the adjoining beat in silence feeling

strangely

uneasy about his conversation with Martin

below this" imperial aristocracy" of a lower

stratum

of regional nobility. These men had strong

the adjectives are understood as part of a

structure

felt to be a clause, of which the preceding

this occasion, indicates the section of the

structure

which is to be questioned); we add (68)

understandable reasons: emotional upset over the

strange

and terrifying journey, homesickness, fear

to John , the G M B has been a tower of

strength

always there to assist not only with money

Propinquity and property of blood, And as a

stranger

to my heart and me Hold thee from this

On the `Scotmid' section of Nicolson

Street

our options are quite limited and after

' by virtue of family influence or purse

string

manipulation. He was a man, a friend, a

sweep, the opponent's ankle is actually

struck

with the flat of your foot and is knocked

the future). Groove and glue on a stout

strip

which can be gripped in the vice. Ensure

this by natural light wherever possible, no

strategy

at all, the first to be exhibited, the

throughout the 18th century. Such appropriately

Stratfordian

associations have, however, been totally

anything afterwards. What with the doctor going

straight

out and the deceased going down to the

inequality!' She made a huge pot of

strong

coffee. Pushed books and papers into piles

sat on a rock, looking at the grey/indigo

streak

of Italian coastline. The sun coaxed her

organizations of more recent origin devoted to the

strengthening

of catholic morality. Having acquired a

the floor and then push until the leg is

straight

again. The other leg must remain straight

glad when he saw her staring and tidied the

strange

hand out of sight beneath the table. Using

streaked with yellow. And there was that

strange

smell again which Dot recognized from the

Miraculously, her voice went on in a steady

stream

, without a quiver, while her mind tried

memorable thing about the complex power

struggle

that had this result was the fate of the

anything at all, they are about this hidden

strand

both within the Christian tradition in

playing bulldozers. In summary Strengths •

Strong

, flexible engine • Part-throttle liveliness

day of judgement.'' Because of the

stress

laid upon the need for timely preparation

for counter-tenor, clarino obbligato and

strings

for Alfred Deller and Stour Music (1971

clustered round the militias, all along the

street

. They chatted, almost amicably, about the

central heartland. He also strove staunchly to

strengthen

relations between the Poles living in Poland

funeral expenses. But regulatory and

structural

upheavals in the City ahead of and after

a food bucket. They nosed at their deep

straw

, sampled the hay, straddled out their legs

his was one of the many families in the

streets

that ran off the main road at the bottom

equally either side of it. The arms are

straight

, placing the strain on the larger groups

the traditional details of the existing

structure

. Of course this kind of thoughtful extension

five-hour vigil. Ireby is very pleasant, with a

stream

running alongside its only street, and

with one side having very narrow yellow

stripes

. The kaffir jersey I shall give to Yvonne

allowance . The carer may be under too much

stress

, both physically and mentally, to cope

was happening. The event demanded the most

stringent

virtues before it even began: patience,

stressed. She has what we doctors call…

stress

. She's probably in a… stressful situation

drive it again. As he drove off down the

street

he saw the curtains of the front bedroom

alone in the house, for he had observed Ella

striding

towards Lulling Woods, basket in hand,

Dahrendorf, 1985, 1987). In this the main

structural

precondition of growing crime is seen as

organ. It is impossible by looking at any

structure

to work out how it developed. The only

mutual recriminations. Ferdinando's were the

stronger

. He said she had become like a stone and

tied to the thorn, as on trees dedicated to

strange

gods in West Africa, the Near East and

`The man I went to cured my hip just by

stroking

it,' Sean said. `Farmers brought

thick, heavy sound. But I can make seventy

strings

sound pianissimo. When we did the Ring

energy of the act of plucking, blowing or

striking

into its sound such that it is rendered

apparently being carried off a true course in the

straight

by Achilles, and you have a long menu of

Embiricos, one of Gifford's owners. A bad tendon

strain

in Aldaniti's off-foreleg had to be fired

who have their own small shop in Sydney's

Strand

Arcade, are charged with making her fun

cropped lawn and the sleepy garden wail.

Stress

it is which poisons the innocent spangles

worthwhile advance (much needed) on the

strength

He turns the six-yard box into a cartoon

strip

or promise of this sizeable chunk.
. Malcolm Macdonald on West Ham's
goalkeeper

Hyperion CDA 66320. Favourite Encores for

String

Quartet-Delme Quartet. Helios CDH 88038

Adoc campaigned in the May elections on a

straightforward

anti-Noriega platform, pledging to renew

BOLTON W.H.Smith Travel, 14 Newport

Street

BL1 1NB; tel 0204 392226. `Buying travel

lines. I eventually saw a report about

striking

miners on American TV. It was the third

fitting partnership. This particular

stretch

of the Frome valley, between Stroud and

by [Alfredo Pina, an Italian sculptor].

Strange

and really beautiful though she is, still

the manner in which she disowns her own

struggle

so late in her life is surprising. That

decaffeinated coffee. She thinks about the

structure

of Disraeli's Sybil: or, the Two Nations

shacks, there are no roads, no water, no

street

lighting, though urban facilities may in

distinct revolutionary potential. Humphrey

stresses

fitted with restrictors behind the carbs to `

strangle

that his conclusions relate only to the
' the power down to comply with type
approval

eventually demented animal was chased through the

streets

by specially trained dogs and gleefully

Morton had conscientiously paced the

streets

around Holborn, waiting to be approached

can be removed with a blow-lamp, hot air

stripper

, by sanding or with a solvent paint and

until set, and can be left in the ground. L

Stringer

, Derby, Derbyshire STAR LETTER PRIZE

The time is ripe to abandon not the rank

structure

but the tendency to impart fashionable

international airline in the world, while Lufthansa,

struggling

with high costs, has seen its reputation

relationship is now reciprocated with Mr

Stringer

only too happy for the role of coaches

race' which would degenerate and lose the

struggle

for survival unless its breeding was controlled

lot, is Fred Couples. Here is a man who

strides

about purposefully, hits the ball a long

growing from several camps to adopt a more

strident

tone towards other republics, to give up

forward over a film set piled high with gaunt

striped-pyjama

'd corpses. Art recoils, growing steadily

constructed on one of the least profitable

stretches

of a minor and dilapidated canal, in the

hotels and shops, Baveno is a maze of narrow

streets

, small squares and traditional buildings

included, are almost without parallel as

stratigraphic

indicators. They evolved rapidly and spread

horizon, together with some mottling and weak

structure

in the subsoil, are characteristic features

club head is kept closed throughout the

stroke

. The position of left hand imparts top

oils. This can be extremely beneficial in

stress-related

cases. A qualified aromatherapist, having

to pay their fares in solidarity with the

strikers

. President De Klerk will visit Maputo

technically open until he personally closes it. He

strongly

implies that this loophole could allow

It was conditional on Budapest agreeing a

structural

adjustment programme with the International

SA anti-apartheid groups vow to step up

struggle

. By Patrick Laurence in Johannesburg

uncertainly in the face of the engineering

strikes

and concern over defence expenditure.

established in villages, refugee camps, suburbs,

streets

, in fact in every community. Some headway

joining the college swim team. `I had become a

strong

swimmer mainly to conquer fear.' He survives

American and British sailors during an alleged

street-fighting

rampage. The Ark Royal, which docked

right kind of knowledge,' he liked to say. A

strain

of independent socialist thinking runs

Mr Justice Hoffmann said that there was

strong

prima facie evidence that the company would

the railways. `We need a bold, imaginative

strategy

for the railways.' £1billion price tag

ACS Distribution Office, 1155 Sixteenth

Street

NW, Washington DC, 20036, US. Economic

One was a stout, red-faced woman with a

straw

bonnet and blue ribbons. The other, a maid

Together with Buchanan Street and Argyle

Street

, they were as well, if not better, known

the first atomic layer. The row of intense

structures

increasing diagonally at higher &agr; values

see as a hope and a challenge. The

strongest

card Britain has in dealing with the Third

afternoon flocked in to admire the Weedons'

strikingly

formal walkways flanked by irises, lavender

all brand new, from Greenwich Village's

Strand

bookstore. One section is stuffed full

complexion, blue eyes with fairly short,

straight

receding hair. He had a 4in scar on his

his car and drove the wrong way along the

street

. The couple watched as he stopped alongside

Start, the US-Soviet agreement to slash

strategic

nuclear weapons. Ukraine, at loggerheads

into a loose roll. Tie together with the

string

. Heat the oven to Gas 8/450F/230C

water which flooded part of Visegrad, a key

strategic

town. The federal army has this week

performance of Mr Garcia de Loza. Two

stretcher

bearers were the first casualties of the

Wednesday is Graham Smith's day. He prefers to

structure

his shows as an interview session, with

and kindly man, had recently had a minor

stroke

. His doctor had told him to ease up. He

As he did this a Maltese feller started

striding

announcement in the Medium Term Financial

Strategy

slowly but purposefully towards us from
(MTFS) in the 1980 budget of monetary
targets

accommodating during the civil servants' pay

strike

in 1981), the Department of Employment

opening word, `Polyphiloprogenitive', the

stress

on religion as sexually oriented is evident

once they began, further affected the caste

structure

Lawrence's greatness lies in part in his heroic

struggle

of the village. Previously Manupur had
against his destiny, which was to be
homosexual

difficulties might have proved insurmountable, the

strain

each stop they would take one side of the

street

too much. The media seemed to be willing
each and he could not help notice the
disappointment

but was forbidden at the last moment after

strong

protest to the government from the Church

finds her again, and is imprisoned in his

strange

mixture of tormented lust and repentance

the arrangement of the trees that, looking

straight

ahead, nothing that was not absolutely

the patterns of light and shade created by

strong

sunlight.' The dappled effect could

THOUSANDS of Namibians stood in long queues,

stretching

nearly a mile in some cases, as they waited

Like Shawell school, it is a high-roofed

structure

, but it is slightly more complicated in

called it in his new year's message. His

strategy

for achieving this by persuasion is not

three most admired firms, Glaxo may have to

struggle

hardest to keep its place. In awe of Zantac

radical policy changes yet: a new economic

strategy

and, possibly, a new treaty of the union

mended?' `I suppose so.' Philip

straightened

his Dad's trophies where Lee had moved

morning stillness and three dolphins are

struck

. The male half jumps from the water, blood

flies as large a sample of the Stars and

Stripes

as any patriot could hope for. This firm

gushing from the mouth, the muscles and sinews

straining

to keep the head up; the mouth and nostrils

when Gene Sarazen, 90 earlier this year,

struck

the opening drive. It was so straight that

's not cool, I don't do it.' On the

street

, however, people are fair game. `Although

should take their politics out on to the

streets

and he urged an extension of direct action

Berbers but they're looking at me in a very

strange

way and I mean now the whole story sounds

chairmen and others have complained about the

strong

lighting, although most Members seem to

or an increase in developer dilution or

strength

, cannot appreciably raise the density of

different applications of heavy and lightweight

structures

for energy conservation was the entrants

for all except fellows, and ICE has well

structured

continuing education requirements for its

consisting of separable components, the amount of

strength

gained by one of these components after

levels of writing that appeal to different

strata

of the public. Perhaps the only firm conclusion

content to accept and, indeed, expects a

straightforward

narrative expounding a clear-cut view of

the icy water, gasping with relief through

streams

of mucus. By the faint, clouded moonlight

revivalist, the Spanish style, and the other was

strikingly

of which still stands beside the modern

structure

modern and original, the Art Deco. The
which succeeded it. The new station,
consisting

headquarters stations which could take on a new

strategic

role in time of war. The French by contrast

armies involved took place along the narrow

strip

between the sea and the escarpment that

no forewarning. Through the main shopping

street

, I increased my efforts and hit Bay Street

The pips of a time-check echoed across the

street

. `Funny,' I said, `that's the first time

doing things on sofas, on sheepskin rugs,

stretched

across a coffee table. He imagined the

`I can do all things through Christ, who

strengthens

me.' This is the absolute character of

of the value of street architecture. Most

streets

are essentially a collection of frontages

is particularly affected by the warm Gulf

Stream

and thus has mild, wet winters, and, within

Running along with the current function

street

wheel, with smaller size being the key,

. Indeed the least successful of all the

strategies

(except Random) was the most elaborate.

in someone from an endemic area, on the

strength

of positive treponemal blood tests, it

balloon-valve, and in this way see if there are any

strictures

in the anterior urethra. Vaginal examination

into the tour, Johnny Marr was feeling the

strain

: `I feel like I'm in The Rolling Stones

by a mutant. The best moment on `

Strangeways

, Here We Come' was, strangely, the most

match points in the process. The most

strenuous

after Spink had saved Bull's header at full

stretch

victory of the day was claimed by the Spaniard
, Wolves were caught ball-watching by
Gordon

that is rarely demonstrated is the basic

structure

- your photograph shows, in admirable clarity

their popularity in the survey. Wall

Street

closes at new high By SARAH HOGG NEW

bring the affected freshwater lakes and

streams

back to normal. Many lakes have suffered

responsibility? The biblical position on family

structure

definitely includes male headship. However

into the depths of the rice, muttering.

Streams

of words, too fast and tremulous to understand

rather than lack of any other resource), was

striking

. A small number of respondents specifically

Jamaica, apparently inspiringly, to the Red

Stripe

title, that they were preferring Bill Athey

drizzle and still no bus. From the top of Hope

Street

I took a short-cut across the waste-land

old toerag if you must, I figure the more

straight

(you should pardon the expression) I am

Caterham goes, eight months after five of us

struggled

for a weekend to built it in a cramped

was a car to lust after, but also a car to

strike

fear into the hearts of rival companies

whom she had established for Le Court a

strong

and trusting relationship. After

it. She was a beautiful runner, swift and

straight

. Running like this, with the mad south-west

their preprogrammed patterns. The basic mind

structure

will always be there, but even instinctive

and illness as natural concomitants of the

stresses

of living and old age. But such stresses

heritage. MOUNDS In time, more elaborate

structures

were built on the lines, including mounds

certainly as abnormal as any of them, with its

strangely

abbreviated backbone and the problems this

How might this affect the traders in your

street/centre

? Datafile Copy the following sentences

Authorities: Organization and Management

Structures

(1973) Working Group on Scottish Local

carried out of the Old Bailey, then down side

streets

to where the steeple of St Bride's church

in the Moses basket, and we went to Baker

Street

via Elstree. At Elstree a quite famous

these different roles together so that the

strengths

of one compensate for the weaknesses of

1789 Moorcroft, of Russell Court, Half Moon

Street

, surgeon, had become a member of the future

for practical applications. Its control

structure

is, at the time of writing, depth-first

considerable implications for the staffing and

structure

of finance departments. However, that agenda

Railway Bridge at the top end of Fisherton

Street

. The occasion was the purchase of a new

Assuming that Short had been playing it

straight

, then there remained the question of who

was not among them. Clint Eastwood

struck

a match, held it in cupped hands, and bent

Nell finished tightly tucking in the last

strand

of hair, and pulled on a black woollen

How was a person supposed to think

straight

when? A world without women! No -

stand up to dishes like casseroles with a

strong

flavour. Price: £2.87. HOTEL A GOLFING

gooseberries 100g/4oz raspberries 225g/8oz

strawberries

6-8 tbsp Sweetex Granulated 8 slices granary

were cheerfully saying that on so long a

stretch

without exercise, good hay was best. Hay

join him. He survives. But her house was

struck

by a ball from your cannonades.'

everything I have seems important to me. Your

strong

desire is insatiate , mine is

nearly as old as meself.' Malachi

straightened

up in his chair, an aggrieved look on his

errors. When he came to the end he sighed and

straightened

up, removing the pince-nez. `This

days at Celtic and West Ham, there was a

strong

suspicion that McAvennie was past his prime

floor. As with Prichard and Seddon's scheme,

Street

provided unasked for stables, in a yard

lullaby, a moon's enraptured stare: any

stranger

will tell you so. Of course, we might dream

nothing,, and when asked what they did on the

street

that was the standard reply. Of course,

when a baby is born with the intact body

structures

required for communicating, it is necessary

. The `malpractice law suit' is no

stranger

to American courts and the hefty insurance

DESY) the quark and anti-quark produce two

streams

of particles that appear back to back in

ailing individual can precipitate a mass

stranding

: whales are often reluctant to leave their

nymphs, are very similar to the adults in

structure

and physiology, and advance to adulthood

performed better than this. And the ultra

structural

detail compares unfavourably with that

understand and control industrial pollution. A

strategy

for handling toxic wastes is beginning

competent programmers, a book such as M. J.

Stratford

Collins's Ada, A Programmer's Conversion

strategy, is for all to agree to pursue that

strategy

. The dilemma is neatly illustrated by a

are not, as I had some apprehension, gold

striped

, or jewelled, (the pipes, I mean). Hearing

), but it's used now to mean a carefully

structured

programme where new staff can learn about

sun shone, the wind dropped and larks flew

straight

up from the fields, singing with astonishment

Promenade, and returning along Abingdon

Street

. The imposing dome of the Winter Gardens

More familiar in post-war years were the

streamlined

railcoaches, workhorses of the Blackpool

term originally referred to the tapes or

straps

used to fasten a shoe over the foot or

the first time scientific studies of such

stresses

were made - and the new Tay Bridge, still

Carting Lane, off the south side of the

Strand

beside the Savoy Hotel, is an ornate iron

Most public library authorities place a

strong

emphasis on introductory materials and

bank-stick, which means having to undo three

straps

and unrolling the roll-all. It may not

to imply recommendation of a collective

structure

or that it is without problems. In particular

problems' they are destined to failure and the

stress

that goes with it. That is why Egan puts

hat-trick in 1926 Huddersfield remained a

strong

League side for another ten years, while

they can go and park. Okay. And it's You go

straight

up and it's in that bottom left hand corner

the torch of opportunity in Dublin's mean

streets

wife, tells how a jaw-dropping piece of

strategic

. It's a memorable film of considerable
diplomacy succeeded for Dawn whose
husband

previous incarnation as a lawyer, but he

struck

me as a man who would do the necessary.

was naturally very distressed.' Sara

straightened

her skirt once more. `That is all I can

coffee, which was just to his liking, and

stretched

his legs to the fire in a mood of expansive

by only 39 per cent. of those raped by a

stranger

and 22 per cent. by a friend, date or lover

strengthen the law whilst retaining the present

structure

of sexual offences: the marital rape exemption

unconscious girl. He lifted her into his arms and

straightened

swiftly. `Come on, then,' he said

pointed a finger at her. This man was a

stranger

and could not know her story, but the words

line on terrorism without risking their

strategic

interests in the Middle East. It

theoretical perspective, Bourdieu's reactions to

structuralism

have been more crucial than his response

exerts tremendous pressure upon the pool

structure

and can crack the most expertly laid concrete

numbers of marchers will be involved, the

strength

clearance, land drainage, recreational pressure,

strip

of public support in favour of the particular
mining, conservation measures and
urbanization

achieved by: Rapid movement Increasing impetus

Strong

rhythms High notes Increased volume and

strings, woodwind, and horns. The

strings

, owing to their flexibility, expressiveness

the United States would yield a constant

strategic

threat to the Soviet homeland the USSR

of an international legal character'. He

stressed

the need to defend the `independent' countries

been keep thinking that. I don't want to

strain

ed it. Stemberger compared the frequencies

traffic over the road.' Ward got out and

strode

down the mud-sodden road to join them.

Developmental approach This approach

stresses

the fact that as individuals `mature' in

them to apply business planning ideas to

strategic

and operational levels of the organisation

's not just the band that it's on, it can

stretch

to the band Yeah. either way. Because it

sensible, partly because the existence of

strict

Agriculture. It would be established within the

structure

demarcation lines between advanced and
of the CGLI but would have a special
relationship

heard Davide laugh, she twisted up from her

stricken

position and her eyes fixed on him with

to speak but something in Dougal's face

strangled

the first syllable. He looked round. Celia

and sealed it. They took a bus to Regent

Street

and posted the letter at the Heddon Street

first hired in the Sixties; rural, with

strong

ties to family and community and skilful

of trout in half of West Virginia's trout

streams

, the near total depletion of buffering

well as over how the contributing natural

stress

factors should be weighted (Hinrichsen,

simple strategy to apply and as such it is a

strategy

that many countries initially adopt in

to 0.12 ppm in February 1979, following

strong

pressure from the petroleum industry, many

natural selection will favour.) It is now

straightforward

to calculate how many points each strategy

1623-69), a newcomer to Venice who on the

strength

of this work alone was described by Salvator

picture plane and this effect is further

strengthened

by the fact that the entire picture surface

is in many of these paintings a new and

strong

sense of chiaroscuro. Inside the objects

to account for the deposition of all the

strata

. Since each stratum was accompanied by

for clearly displaying three-dimensional

structures

in two dimensions. Careful shading, as

be conducted with a view to maintaining

strategic

control and identifying the early signals

in trying to test relationships between

strategic

data and corporate performance. PIMS, for

axis. This would then test Porter's generic

strategies

against shareholder value. None of these

meet in the Queen's Head Tavern in Fleet

Street

to discuss parliamentary affairs, and they

title (and contents) reflected even more

strongly

withdrawal response. This turned out to be a

straightforward

, however, his deep, but never flaunted,
problem to address by classical
neurophysiological

becoming just the smallest bit afraid of this

strange

, golden-eyed creature, but who would not

regarding Grainne thoughtfully. `He is the

strongest

, you see,' she said. `I do not mean physically

whenever Montesquieu `wants to support a

strange

opinion, he quotes you the practice of

remarkably. According to these accounts, as the

structure

of the economy became more concentrated

An open space between two darkened

structures

- warehouses, Alexei thought, although

stand up to history, to ignore its chin-out

strut

ponderously in the sky like a child's mobile. Cars

streamed

. I don't accept your terms, love says;
along the Embankment, their headlamps
probing

languid eye contemplates this crowd. What a

strange

way to review his troops. He thinks of

stuck out like a shelf, and ached. If she

strapped

them down to make herself look boyish they

hotel room to airport on the basis of a

structural

analogy: … the black and red patterned

, over your neck, and then down here and

strings

there. And you did two years as an apprentice

and openers to the muddle of plasticine,

string

, and electric flex in the toy drawer at

convergence of interests between their own

struggle

for the vote and purity pressure for legislation

truth-directed speech acts have this inner

structure

. If this is so, then academic discourse

were a queue of horses halfway down the

street

, all waiting to be roughed. The farmers

kept her cabin sheltered, persuading the

strangers

' headman how Sycorax and she needed the

`We don't know for sure that it'll

strike

,' said Duvall. `If that thing's dead, is

concerto, the slow movement in Schubert's

string

quartet, some of Bach's choral music… the

Time was short and they needed each other's

strength

. `Was Marcus with you?' she asked

in his hands, like ten thousand million

strings

. Will he make the puppets dance? Or will

her face turned from him, her whole stance

strangely

disconsolate. Her face was pale, far paler

face. Then he looked up at Fei Yen, his

strong

features formed into a smile of pleasure

years between. The War had emptied him;

stripped

him of all illusions. Five years back he

division of the language items into lexis,

structure

and discourse function presents students

to tell so many lies, Charlie. It's the

strain

of remembering who knows and who doesn't

defeat and retreat to England. There was one

stratagem

left to try first. She slept longer

Roberts stressed was the dynamism of the

strike

itself. Once under way, sections of the

that make up our community and its social

strata

, then there will be major implications

all, you have to ascertain whether your

strategy

up the first part of the beat will make

crop of grey-white hair, barley, ramrod

straight

, he was veteran of Laos and the Philippines

or, at least at the east end of Princes

Street

, Tollcross, Haymarket, St. John's Road,

forward to seeing how Council develops its

strategy

in light of the consultation. Kind

Superior - a fascinating flight over vast

stretches

of snow bound forests, frozen lakes and

good trying to false those views through a

straight

jacket of your own to make it what you

accused `The Ruffian' of making London's

streets

as perilous as a `solitary mountain-spur

like banking,' I said. `I don't mean it's

straightforward

. Some of it's incredibly complicated. But

fingering and Bach's Innovations. It was

strange

that an impulsive, warm person could be

more expressive range, and though their

strong

playing is always enjoyable, the famous

approach been different. Perhaps the most

striking

music are all remarkable, and suggest a

strong

song here is Da lieg' ich unter den Bäumen
compatibility between composer and
performer

theory , much of it derived from the classic

structural

and historical writings of Marx and Weber

intelligence assessments of North Korean

strength

were prepared by different American agencies

indulging in aggression. Rhee reiterated the

strategic

importance of Kaesong and the necessity

the time between 1948 and 1950. Raymond

Streat

, chairman of the British Cotton Board,

the attitude towards a peace treaty and

strategic

matters adopted by the Japanese government

decades following 1960. The territorial

structure

, the distribution of responsibilities,

involvement and discretion. finally, the
O'Dalaigh THE BAND WITH NO SHANE THEY
MAY HAVE

structure
STRUGGLED

of local government itself will affect
WITH HIM, BUT THEY ALSO STRUGGLE
WITHOUT

parliamentary or non-payment. Our alternative

strategy

seeks to manage the tensions between those

which includes London, and sometimes after

Strathclyde

, which includes Glasgow). This high ranking

class lifeboat on station to cover the wide

stretch

of north-east facing coast around the port

' and transferred to a third party under

stringent

conditions of control, most service firms

as key actors was later complemented by

stronger

regulation. As the chaebol gained in stature

social pressures toward conformity could be

strong

. As late as 1865, the botanist J. D. Hooker

strong and independent state must be the

strengthening

of her own military capacity. This resentment

resist the Japanese, but they established a

strong

base in the northwest following the Long

civil war. The Southeast Asian colonies

struggled

for independence. Even for most of the

For the cardinal virtues and family

structure

the Meiji `tradition' drew on the ethos

of violence and serious disorders on the

streets

of Brixton and the policing of the area

retiring with the tribunal. In order to

stress

their independence, Franks wanted the Lord

definition. By contrast, the OALD is more

straightforward

, uses whole sentences wherever possible

speaking, it is inappropriate to talk of'

strong

overlaps' or' weak overlaps' in this context

clearly an anxiety, but it may even have

strengthened

Gloucester's hand. The queen's presence

describe a loved person, because that love

strips

them of possessing characteristics. I do

some cases; in fact this constraint may be

stronger

in partnerships and limited companies than

cardiologist said," Exercise, build up your

strength

," and so I started jogging and disliked

there are the cones of spoil heaps that

stretch

acre upon acre in some places, so that

eliminate the weaknesses and build on the

strengths

. He gets the audit done to help his team

the silver birches and as the sun rose,

striking

flashes of red and green from the drops

black and vice versa. This process has a

structural

basis elucidated by Hinton and Jarman (

had a good doctor…" " We did; Harley

Street

, with an accent and a school behind him

tender notices", i. e. to give notice of a

strike

on 1 November. Despite some conciliatory

Clark's works in 1896 commented that" for

straightforward

setting, ordinary stonework, simple imposition

hybridization and the study of chromatin

structure

. In a field where biological material is

and resources should be a feature of the

structure

of every secondary school and that its

work for advertising agencies they are not

strictly

advertising people but specialists in their

in attendance, who outline the campaign

strategy

with the media and research departments

of healthy and intelligent childhood were

stretched

best entry point for a global marketing

strategy

out along the curve of achievement, and
; this might involve buying struggling
American

melting came second, whereas in the other

strip

sound strikes the slits greatly affects the

strength

the pictures were arranged in the opposite
in which it reaches the drum, so the
grasshopper

translate instruction could process this result

string

to make it a digit-by.digit sum to a non-binary

is the constant re-examination of our oil

strategy

in ICI. The strategy was originally conceived

strongly biased against the first `original'

strain

. Subsequent research has documented that

' she reproached him. Danny sat up

straight

in his chair and grinned at Carrie. `I

flutter as he said her name. It sounded very

strange

to hear him call her by her Christian name

Personal characteristics Height, beauty,

strength

, endurance, achievement. Intellect A personal

Congress had become impossibly formless in

structure

. There were no effective leaders with whom

qualifications of management personnel, the

structure

of authority appears fair and legitimate

collective agricultural work could very plausibly

stress

the degree of compulsion by landlords on

value declined when in the 1630s and 1640s a

strong

line of fortifications was built in the

difficult to crush or even to assess the

strength

of the `People's Will'. But it was also

public opinion. The diplomatic débâcle

strengthened

the hands of ministers who urged that the

main ones are: 1 the family is the unit of

stratification

; 2 the social position of the family is

lives can become empty, meaningless, and

stressful

. Some people are more aware of the goals

Minimalism, where its collection has been greatly

strengthened

by the acquisition of a substantial body

they made £260,000 ($474,500) against a

strong

could have been an object such as the bronze

strigil

estimate of £150,000-250,000. The superb
found in the Caerleon Fortress Baths,
including

scapegoat in this dishonourable peace. Yet the

strongest

opposition to the treaty came from the

to reflect these two strategies. The two

strategies

echo the structure of the argument which

administrative law and company law is further

strengthened

by the similarities between the standards

control within the family is one consequent

strategy

. A second is based on the constitution

port running if dockers vote for an all-out

strike

, it was revealed last night. Stena

stunning needle of the Aigulle Dibona rising

straight

behind the Soreiller hut was on every other

and essentialist use of symbolism has a

strategic

function, like that of Derrida's analyses

mentioned - highly ambivalent. The egalitarian

strand

of it says yes, and dismisses all suggestions

construction of the self vary, in the degree of

stress

, for example, that they lay on the period

of middle-aged men, i.e. heart disease,

strokes

and other circulatory diseases. The higher

example, we in the Netherlands are also

struggling

with medical curriculums overloaded with

doing… And that, to me, is such a logical,

straightforward

position to take when you're dealing with

grey streets an epic hour of colour and

strife

that is no more a mere matter of other

central banks made arrangements to sell the

stronger

currencies when they threatened to break

Sometimes you're walking down the

street

and you see a lovely looking girl from

buckle fastened to the end of the other

strap

, and could be clamped in the buckle by

to say can I bring my friend? By a total

stranger

? Well I suppose I wouldn't do that with

. otherwise, as you say, I could've gone

straight

past here. You could've done right, okay

never to return so that in, in the British

structure

er politicians are, their loyalty is central

have you got? Streaky bacon. Do you like

streaky

bacon? Right Erm hold on a sec, what does

isn't it, in England? I expect you'd say

Stratford

on Avon is south. Mind you any, I would

a lantern to his clansmen, and lightning

striking

at his enemies. And she had thought herself

information about the population members,

stratified

sampling can improve both external validity

suitcases to brown paper parcels - through the

streets

of Edinburgh at the double, only to be

Trade union liberties were re-established.

Strikes

were made legal, and a new framework of

industrial action took the form of short

strikes

- the unions' traditional weapon since

where the power to hurt - and be hurt - was

strong

. She was waiting for him to rant

would revert back because it has such a sa a

strong

P H balance in Head and Shoulders it has

canoe yeah, and then put, join two pieces of

string

to it interesting . and then, not if you

I think it's been cut and, they have to

stretch

it to get the actual bits of corn out of

Thursday we, we usually come out of Bridge

Street

, go round the corner and then down to the

being cut to help maintain services as they

struggle

to balance the budget. Tonight Jamie

Voice over Other familiar faces are

Stratford

Johns, who everyone will remember as Charlie

nothing as high speed as racing through the

streets

of Kalgoorlie. This is the gold mining

Wednesday. Tomorrow Maidstone travel to Edgar

Street

. The Hereford team shows the return

million pounds for Norweigan International

striker

Jan Orga Fiortoft Video-Taped report

friends congregated at the place in Lower High

Street

where Murray was attacked. Some had been

contributed to the victory. Lynn McCool from

Strabane

did so when she and her partner Eileen

Good Sex Guide. Her style will no doubt be

strikingly

different. `I want to get as many scousers

with drivers whose only `crime' is to be

strange

to the area. Driving faster than conditions

revert back to what they used to be and come

straight

through on the on the ordinary route. That

still in Princes Risborough who saw the B17

struggling

to avoid the town. Today she joined a large

Gamblers Anonymous, Probation Offices, Bridge

Street

, 8pm. ARMAGH Armagh City and District

round of meetings on Thursday and has been

struggling

release for housing of a one field width

strip

since then to overcome opposition of at
parallel to the Glebe Road which had
previously

died as a result of injuries received in a

street

brawl. The trouble started after friends

Social security ministers are to face

strong

pressure to review community care regulations

been appointed director of social work for

Strathclyde

, taking over from Fred Edwards who retires

1 and R 2 . The capacitance may be just

stray

or it may be associated with further circuitry

of borrowing. Also, a high interest rate

strategy

is partly the result of a high level of

are slow, but we are now moving into the

strongest

sales period of the year,' the company

demonstrative sense it is always pronounced in its

strong

form.) Weak form: `The price is the thing

final of `black' to . This creates a very

strong

impression of a foreign accent, and is

non-phonological) difference in stress would be the

stressing

of verbs ending in `-ise' in some Scots

and it was in fact it was great, it was

straightforward

. You should have brought it, but I erm,

morning we travel through the busy city

streets

by car from the hotel to the Foreign Language

order to stay with the Ring. Evil has such a

strong

hold on Gollum that he does not have control

me stories about a girl with long hair, a

strange

little man with a funny name and two children

each station you could hear them in Papa

Stronsay

we could hear them singing and dancing.

sit down and help them to set up the most

strenuous

type of supervision to go along with the

. Next to that would be a sort of double

stroke

in the margin, erm can you see the name

will sell them the land, and if we put in

stringent

rules and regulations then we could control

S industry must shed more jobs, saw Wall

Street

lose thirty four points. Once again London

penalty effort, the ball this time going

straight

to prop Gordon Rigby, who cleared. That

seen against Glasgow Academicals. Laird's

strength

in the tackle and his straight running

by Pakistan. As England currently

struggle

against Sri Lanka, Keith Fletcher moans

short of past masters. Just as they have

struggled

against West Indian speed, they have now

competes in his first Indycar race at the

street

circuit of Surfers' Paradise in Queensland

Quaker Lane, Northallerton, had broken a

string

of promises to customers who responded

in the concluding Chacony - a monumental

structure

of which the performers had the measure

Bryan Christie, Health Correspondent A

STRONG

attack has been made on ministers for failing

Monday. `We are calling for a one-day

strike

next Thursday in the school of food and

tumbling down 100ft deep crevasses. Dr

Stroud

, 37, his frost-bitten fingers still taped

in this way'. `The ultimate aim we

strive

democratic and non-racial society. `We have

strong

uncharacteristically subdued. Stephen

Strugnell

for in the care of our patients is to give
historical and cultural ties. We have
substantial
SCOTTISH CHAMBER ORCHESTRA
QUEEN'S HALL

crouched hunched over cleaning rags and oil,

stripping

down their SA-80 rifles and machine guns

prepares today to set out Britain's energy

strategy

, Frank Frazer looks at the implications

increasingly accessible to children. She
POLICEMAN who slapped a prisoner twice during
a

stressed

that the `pernicious effect' of such a

struggle

at Fort William police station was jailed

They are expected to win some 100 seats

straight

off in the first round of voting, and the

He called on them to abandon their armed

struggle

. Mr Wilson, whose daughter Marie

. Second Division leaders Stockton

stretched

said doorstep canvassing had registered

strong

their lead at the top to points after they
support for the Liberal Democrats. Mr
Huntington

Hill's leadership, threatened a players'

strike

in support of the abolition of the maximum

picture shows children sharing a village

street

with scratching hens and a horse-drawn

Even sponsored events became less than

straightforward

when transplanted to Africa: `I remember

this site, presumably as a result of the

structure

imposed by the surrounding DNA sequence

The reels of copper wire will have to be

stripped

of their insulating casing. `South

are appealing for witnesses after a brutal

street

attack in Middlesbrough. An unnamed

32-year-old woman was attacked in Arkendale

Street

at 1.20am after being grabbed from behind

maintain flexibility to prevent stiffness and

strength

.' Some tips to get you started include

Middlesbrough goal king John Hickton got

stripped

for action again on Saturday. The Boro

WEDNESDAY evening, 7.30: In Coronation

Street

Mavis is once again getting her pinny in

effort without becoming tired and breathless.

Strength

is concerned with the muscles and their

. Although Mr Cross was perturbed at his

strange

encounter, he dismissed his consternation

forth and force her way into the relentless

stream

of traffic. Then her anger was roused again

had happened to me in the past. This seems

strange

to me now because I feel sure that if I

have a sweater and I was cold.He walked

straight

from the 18th green to the 10th tee.'

this tournament together. We should be a

strong

pair.' The 32 two-man teams all play

remark. Bowe has survived a much more

stringent

investigation of his psyche than that,

eliminated on Sunday I could have come over

straight

away. `But I've told Leeds I would

games, wanted to reunite Agana with England

striker

Brian Deane. But County's record £750,000

stopped by keeper Tommy Wright. Then the Posh

striker

laid on a glorious chance six minutes from

hospital', but in fact the garden was like a

street

of birds, with cages and aviaries stacked

turned up to his Blackrock club ground at

Stradbrook

, to watch his brother Graeme training for

achieved by comparing the candidate letter

strings

with a list of n-grams. N-grams are legal

recogniser. The results provide a

strong

argument for using physical information

inquiries. GIVE HER A WAVE! ALISON

Streeter

, 28, of Dover, set a new women's world

she stood on her desk and started to do a

strip

. And of course all the other little girls

illness - toxic epidermal necrolysis - only

strikes

one in a million people. Its main

nurse: `I've run it over.' WOMEN were

stripped

and left naked in solitary confinement.

green. Soon after the match we were
networking, LANs and WANs. AT&T said it liked
his

strolling

companionably through the handsome streets

strategic

and platform-building credentials. STRATUS

needs more than the exclusion of the name. A
DOS/Windows. Existing products included within
the

strip

across the eyes of a photograph of a rape

strategy

include the Informix SQL toolset, Wingz

a member of the Britons and had gained a

strong

belief in the Protocols of the Elders of

issues in superscalar design, but admits that

straight

clock-rate comparisons of parts is only

through the tortured ropes. With a single

stroke

the rope parted. Flabagon and Frito fell

include Escon optical channel support, data

striping

across multiple disks and disk mirroring

turned to look at when she passed them in the

street

. She had long shapely legs and had been

operate in the American way. I'd sue you,

strip

alleviating some experiences related to such

stress

you bare without a second thought.'
(Pound and Mills, 1985) and seriously
addressing

Corp has incompatible products; SAP AG is

strong

in Germany and other continental countries

his Mastership and carried out substantial

structural

repairs in each of his dioceses. On the

continuously emits charged particles that

stream

into space as the solar wind. Eruptions

design that is unparalleled for style and

strength

. The Oyster case is the epitome of

few steps backwards and sat down again,

straightening

out one leg and rubbing it as she did so

in workshops… so different from the male

structures

of chairman, standing orders and platform

I found that feedback on the undamped D

string

set in with the gain on 4 and the master

strings lie on the topside of each `bass'

string

, so using a plectrum lets the instrument

to the man than the jingle-jangle of six

strings

over a pickup. `I'm more comfortable

Also 2 Evans twin coil pickups, £40.

STRAT

copy, white body with rosewood neck, good

someone make replacement bridge pieces for

Strat

bridges, for example, that have pickups

should be played not at the 7th fret of the D

string

, as in the start of the piece, but as an

won many awards for the restored cobbled

streets

and buildings, particularly the Bishop's

two-thirds of the remainder, roll out a

strip

to cover side of cake completely. Wrap

, ex-Guns N' Roses rhythm guitarist Izzy

Stradlin

has his first solo release, `Ju Ju Hounds

6120 courtesy of Guitar Workshop, Newcastle

STRANGE

BREW Chandler 555 Where will it all end

explanations suggest themselves for this

strange

impulse towards self-effacement in men

such ideas seemed less ridiculous under the

stress

of war, when the usual urge was experienced

structure of the B7 and Bb7 dominant chord

structures

that are used. This is then followed by

very young ones it can occasionally have a

strangling

effect. When ivy is seen growing

supposed religious authority. Reason has to be

strengthened

by suffering and suffering opens the eyes

mountains, Lyons Costa Rica is dark and

strong

, reflecting the volcanic character of its

up 30 times, 15 times with each hand. SKI

STRETCH

2. Stretch up high. 3. Ski down. Return

Streamliner x 30; Front Thigh Stretch x 5 THIGH

STREAMLINER

20. Sitting as shown, raise the extended

as before, first bending the knees, then

straightening

Julienne served with unlimited vegetables PLUS

STRAWBERRY

the legs. MIDRIFF STRETCH 14. Lying on
WINE JELLY (see recipe, page 161) OR
Boots

. He came into the kitchen looking

strange

in her father's trousers and leather waistcoat

top of the drawer and the desk and after a

struggle

, the drawer burst open. It was crammed

stably enshrined in the organization and

structures

of the schools for which they worked. To

perfect is the best one can be. Organize

Stress

people try to apply a `turning off the tap'

strategy

undermines efficiency and increases the
when they are hopping up and down in
scalding

recently-opened Atrium Bookshop in nearby Cork

Street

he who supervised the move to 34 New Bond

Street

, partly staffed and run by former St George
, the former Dore Gallery, with a wine
merchant

yet another museum in Teutonic Knights'

stronghold

on the Rhein The new Ludwig museum in

artist seems to have taken over the comic

strip

format whole until Art Spiegelman came

know of the presence of hot underground

streams

, using the heat in the volcanic gravel

knitted garments for all the family. Jarol's `

Streetwise

' children's fashion yarn and co-ordinating

fruits We've already told you about `

Streetwise

', Jarol's latest chunky yarn for kids

to 27 March). George Bacon Thomas

Struth

, `Erich Ferl Strasse, Leipzig 1991'. One

field and, just to give you an idea of his

strength

and dedication, here are a few of his credits

Employers' Confederation, for example, had no

strong

views on the matter, the NFOAPA vaguely

to co-operate in developing a corporate

strategy

. In such an exercise we should be especially

joists on top to double the depth. If a

structural

floor is needed, however, then proper floor

and frighteningly powerful. Bonefish

Straker

had rescued Masquerade , propping her up

on her aft deck had thick white leather

straps

giving it the appearance of a padded electric

fast work, particularly if done under a

strong

sun when the paint dries very quickly.

Anne… It was then that the thought

struck

her. It was then that the tears fell.

British government and that was a general

strike

. They doubted if the public would respond

Office and armed services were among the most

strongly

affected. Again, as later, the intelligence

NIO's strategy for forestalling a general

strike

confrontation with the combined physical

social or economic ladder. These anxieties

strengthen

the importance of habit: people stick to

economic basis of society, this meeting of

Stratford

Cooperators consider it desirable, in order

etc.). Terms for grammatical surface

structure

are certainly necessary. However, as the

of sight. They had to walk down the long

straight

street past Shea's pub with its sour smell

superior results! To give more effective

stripping

, 3M has designed a special Stripping Tool

parental desire for respite from family

stress

with the notion of special schooling. Once

months of 1993, to DM436m ($167m). Jürgen

Strube

, BASF's chairman, said his company's profits

corresponding to genes induced by oxidative

stress

, a cDNA library was prepared from human

these questions now, and draw together the

strands

The regions will decide whether the

strategy

of the preceding argument. The main
Mr Yeltsin has chosen to get a new
constitution

little tune. Her last task was to lay thick

strips

of bacon across the turkey. Finally she

do my best. But your Michael was always a

strong-minded

direct approach will appeal to children

Stress

fellow. He might not like the interference
in the workplace STRESS IN THE GROUP
CARE

scrabbling on the foyer floor. He crossed the

street

, dodging the traffic, reaching the door

the Bank's lawyers fail to have the case

struck

out early on, they will probably appeal

competitive British telecoms market, BT has been

struggling

fascist regimes or veterans of anti-fascist

struggles

to turn itself into a `one-stop-shop' provider
, recruited and trained in the main by
Communists

cuckoo's ability to produce eggs that bear a

striking

resemblance to those of its host is one

terraces and Snowcem semi-detached homes. A

strange

quest for him, an eccentric Grail that

He took one of the smaller candles and,

striking

never unwelcome. And now, sitting legs

stretched

a match, held it to the wick. It seemed
, on a chair too low comfortably to
accommodate

loch is the River Arkaig, crossing a narrow

strip

of land and less than a mile in length

negotiations for `peace' by the élites of opposing

stratified

social formations often distract attention

conceptions of gender and gender roles has

strong

implications for the event of peace or

distinction of true and false knowledge, a

stricture

that Mannheim sought to avoid. Like Merton

the independence of science from social

structures

and ideological processes. His account

interpretive analyst. These problems were not

strange

to the Prague School, who were working

Barthes that emphasizes the influence of

structuralist

linguistics but points to the progression

there is no real violence. Family rules and

strategies

of obtaining help often need to be made

blue seas and yellow sands, blue and white

striped

awnings, a lunch-table outside in the sunshine

movement to attack his opponents and thereby

strengthen

his own position. Like the `Democracy Wall

of ambiguity because I'm also reaching a

straight

audience who need the education much more

knit/knit section and you create coloured

stripe

ridges. Vary the number of knit/knit rows

possible positions, which made it easy to grip

straight-sided

, tapered or oddly-shaped items on the surface

Architecture and its 7100 iteration, which

Stratus

will probably be using. The new machines

and, ironically, irrational dialectical

structure

of domination, and to redefine reason and

some of the impact: this has got the Wall

Street

crowd fretting about Sun's performance

share the longer term future of SCO's Unix

strategy

is somewhat less clear. Its kernel technology

of division of open fields into scattered

strips

survived, and it was commoner still in

offers explanations in which an appeal to

structural

constraints is complemented either by an

they surged through the carnage. Teclis

strode

into the sky to better observe the battle

either as the language acquired such new

structure

, developing something like a pronoun system

10,000, the neighbouring lowland district

stretching

from Stalis in the west to Milatos in the

environment. Without such a phenomenon, in fact,

stratigraphic

correlation would operate under a crippling

learning. The labels employed all apply to well

structured

integrated thematic work and, I think,

the completed garment. The women were on

straight

piecework, the men on more complex systems

purest form since it is a central arena where

struggles

for power are staged. But we also

an Empire Hotel; not least in a time of

strife

. Jaq noted how wistfully Grimm regarded

almost loose, huge gobs of spittle on glassy

strands

. The hulk was vast; the hydra possibly

of fee-for-service private practice by a

strongly

organised occupation is a structural realisation

the reason why plastic straps, loops of

string

and, worst of all, wire loops, do not do

Rebecque to accompany him. The Baron, his eyes

streaming

with the hay fever, sneezed once more and

over the needles on every row. This forms

stripes

reveals how close U2 can come to being a

straightforward

of weaving and stocking stitch. The width
rock group - one of those! - and
simultaneously

the fringes of a raid and try and pick off

stragglers

, leaving the `infighting' to the Hurricanes

snapped Drew. For a second Perdita

struggled

with him, then watched with mixed emotions

Presumably `he is trying to write a popular

street

ballad; if so, it looks as if the stylistic

woollen skirt with multi-coloured vertical

stripes

and a band round the hem, a white blouse

widely shared. But our idea needs to be

strengthened

with a political argument: a path to personal

Levels of labour turnover, absenteeism, and

strike

activity have been used, but for various

fans. All are eager to do battle. The line

stretches

across to the leeward side where two other

twelve miles further west is a long, almost

straight

road devoid of towns or villages, running

flings The flying shuttle through the dancing

strings

… Taught by her labours, from the fertile

`Sometimes,' answered Zach, still

struggling

with the cords. `Gosh, they certainly did

surprisingly intoxicating, and the brew is

strengthened

by DF 118's penchant for metallic slabs

will meet there to decide the corporation's

strategy

in the run-up to 1996, when the charter

constant voice level: most tend to start off

strongly

as they launch into their speeches, but

popular for its efficient in dealing with

stress

. Aches and pains come under attack and

answered: Emily Jane was born in Penton

Street

on 31 May 1857. Father was then 42, mother

favourite,' Tompkins added. Morley

Street

was beaten 16 lengths and trainer Toby

him. But Kendall's patience with his

struggling

capable of stringing a run together.'

Striker

stars ran out after the dismal defeat at
Peter van Vossen emphasised Holland's
strength

support to the view that the US is more

strongly

involved than ever in international financial

Jump in my car and I'll drive you to Harley

Street

,' said the smooth-talking doctor.

opened his £2m Midnight Star casino on Main

Street

. Deadwood prospered and Costner was

politician (on his eyes and ears role for Downing

Street

) `He is one of the few teetotallers

courts, riding stables, water sports and

strictly-controlled

emotions as would-be comedienne Dottie Ingels,

struggling

development. Prices have fallen a
to bring up two frighteningly upfront
daughters

were caused not by drowsiness but by `heat

stress

' which affects a driver's concentration

beautiful. The lion roars. Firth's

strictures

would, of course, apply equally to a very

affect the Institute's present leadership

structure

? The London Society suggests that a DG

current or non-current according to their

strict

contractual maturity, except where the

major risk factors, the contribution of life

stress

and the muchridiculed `coronary-prone'

Emergency services in south Wales were at full

stretch

after the wettest November since 1970.

takeovers in the German coastal towns of

Stralsund

and Ribnitz from next July will create

get more representation too. MEPs in

Strasbourg

enjoy `millionaire' lifestyles. The 518-strong

warned against `unfounded criticism' of high

street

lenders by small firms. They claim

with silage rings - shit - had splashed

straight

through the puddle round the silted-up

colleges and technical schools. The clear

structure

of the book - reading passages, exercises

tolerate. There were a few of them who put it

straight

at me and I was forced into getting into

for running fast, jumping far and being

strong

. Like Justin Fashanu: `Back in Africa,

more as a hobby than I used to.' Another

strategy

employed mostly by white youth is to delay

feeling of belonging'. But it contrasts

strikingly

with the pin-stripes he sports for work

Examples may focus on differences in the

structure

of their language or parental relationships

claimed that France's naval power had been so

strengthened

by her own involvement in the slave trade

slavery and, as the abolitionist John Bowring

stressed

, formed a strong bond of union between

of the Claphamites had occasionally been

strained

. In terms of Henry Thornton's antithesis

lots of wooden staves and buckled leather

strapping

, an Iron Maiden, and so on. 81. CELLS

horizontal stripes. However, from July 1919 the

stripes

were changed to run at a 45° angle from

children usually occur in their own residential

street

was in her late twenties that the spots

struck

, whilst older children are more often involved
. `Even now nobody seems to know what
triggered

midnight stopped the car in a wide and gracious

street

of tall and beautiful houses. He

ecclesiastical ambition. The events and power
searu-þancum , `wise in cunning thoughts'. The
word

struggles

which engulf them result in kidnapping,

stretches

from wisdom to plot and treachery, though

important concern is not the psychic and mental

structure

of the human being but the uninterrupted

own experience as workers, establishing

strict

, iron discipline backed up by

fact that Boyd's Edwardian Days beard was

streaked

with grey, and said: `Say, I am sorry.

replied that everything he had written was

straw

compared with what he had seen. The Greek

the `olde-worlde' atmosphere of Southgate

Street

. Duchy have deferred development

Blackpool and Highgate) is traditionally

strong

in the light, pale and export ales sectors

recommend: stay inside when the sun rays are

strongest

and make sure you wear a factor 15 or more

your skin… and your mood. Also the

stronger

the solution of minerals and salts in your

can collect Miss Maynard from Liverpool

Street

and then drive us all down to Hillmarden

funerals, commonly made by undertakers, is

strictly

the heraldic array of a baronial funeral

critical weeks of growing unrest and public

strike

, he and I were in daily touch, trying to

investment rating of Apple Computer Inc to `

strong

outlook for Intel Corp's microprocessors is

strong

buy' from `buy' following the company's
, and only misconceptions are leading
investors

other six ricks was by thatching them with

straw

, and this was a long and difficult job

criticized on the grounds that the discourse

structure

of the interview is still present and that

patterned way between [h] and [?] in

stressed

equivalent to the same standard English surface

string

syllables, the phonological unit /h/ is
. Thus, Irish English does not mark
syntactically

school's price of 158 banana chews, free

strawberry

milkshakes once a week during the season

the screws were there. One was handing out

straps

pronouns in theme position in Arabic is not,

strictly

and the girls' hands and feet were strapped
speaking, grammatical. An independent
pronoun

settle the strike), decided to extend the

strike

to the private sector of the steel industry

credit but it was generally accepted that its

structure

had not changed enough to keep pace with

of spatial ideology as a dominant class

strategy

to split the labour movement.' McCallum

amount of income tax rebate or trade union

strike

pay will be considered and may have a similar

respect of their market conduct, and can order

structural

remedies (either formally or as a result

you stands still holding one end of the

string

from manifest phenomena to knowledge of the

structures

; the other walks round marking out a circle
and mechanisms which generate them….
Empirical

in the way that functionalist analyses of

stratification

at a time. 17 She uses her feet to help

stretch

would suggest. Neither is the rosy functionalist
the wings. 18 Then, she gives a small
qUeeEEP

styles. Though there were `no rules, no very

strict

courses', as William Johnstone insists,

involved. Talk was to be the central

strategy

for learning. Language was to be used as

a long period of soothing and occasional

stroking

he managed to get his arms round her. She

lubricating oil. He staggered, then

straightened

with a yell. He shook his rain-sodden hair

that moment, on a lumpy excrescence on a

strand

of spaghetti stretching into the Doctor

desperately, over meals, in buses, even in the

street

. I wouldn't think. I wouldn't. But

moment she was naked, bursting breasts,

strangely

risen navel, arms and legs fragile and

council like to ask questions about the

structure

so they can ask, and I can move on, so

Well you can start by not depending on the

structure

er er the structure of which Susan's speaking

four three four years to get there but it

strikes

me that we can actually start moving towards

you can say to them well we're gonna be

struggling

we we well we must be, we've got three

Society and subject to the request for the

structural

survey being part of an application for

to the edge of the driver's seat without

striking

Paulette. There was no independent witness

tradesman wrote down Dr E. Headleand, Harley

Street

, the same thrill of self-affirmation, of

had gone upstairs, to bed, or not to bed:

strains

of music drifted from the upper regions

evolutionary biology is where the balance is

between signalling real information about

signified and signifier is arbitrary. The

struck
stream-ofconsciousness

meant that they were doubly exposed to cold

stress

as well as to daily stress. We heard

country. It also depends, inevitably, on the

structure

of authority (i.e. centralised, federal

, were subject to precisely this kind of

struggle

. What is the nature of this process

part of the `Fifty Years', to which they

strictly

belong, but as part of the sequence of

Therefore, the availability, speed and pricing

structure

applied within them. By the late 1970s over 30

stretches

of various modes of transport must be taken
, extending over 1,100 km, had been
designated

This has the advantage that the number of

strategies

attempted will be multiplied. Risks are

obscenity, of sexual and visceral allusion, the

stripped

message being that serious work is being

Industrial Democracy' (as object of current

struggle

and debate). Broadly speaking, socialists

' (the far left had no half-way credible

strategy

to propose), while the trade union movement

over the actor's real arm took care of his

struggles

while she tries to cut through the bone

these points. Other sociologists have seen

stratification

as a divisive rather than an integrating

enthusiastic search for the positive functions of

stratification

, the functionalists have tended to ignore

gone before we caught sight of ourselves,

stripped

naked in the middle of nowhere and pouring

actually got some strengths. Erm number one

strength

Alan erm although he doesn't see to eye

minute or two, listening absently to the

strident

cries of unseen birds in the tangled roof

was in vain that she told herself he was a

stranger

of an ideology, a situation to which the

streets

, a man who had probably by now forgotten
of some London boroughs, for example,
provide

to Roxbury, and parked, and strolled the

streets

, and there she was, standing at her front

novel only `shows' us the operations of

when this strike came back and we came on

strike

in December, er we lads who was under age

he paid it all off. Erm and during that

strike

erm we were fed in a soup kitchen. And

for calm while tanks patrolled the city

streets

. Gorbachev added a personal appeal on 13

specific adhesions are involved the the , the

structures

that are, are most commonly associated

as developing. And I think this is a very

strong

I think has to be taken into account whenever

affinities of the holoenzymes for three different

strong

promoters, the phage T7A1 promoter, the

as much as possible. `I have always

stressed

the importance of communicating in social

eighteen year old was the expression of a

stranger

. Only six months earlier, on 18 August

community. This sense of belonging is even

stronger

in Appenzell itself. One never feels like

analyses. Moreover, in cases where single

stranded

DNA is desired from PCR TM II, the host

activity obtained at an intermediate ionic

strength

(70 mM ammonium sulphate) was about 80%

to observations in human pathology, the

strain

fraction extracted from wild type (W), mutant

strain

appears to be unaffected. Our first
(H) or from D.melanogaster (M) were
fractionated

keen to establish links with publishers

strong

in this area to discuss joint venturing

Harvard Business School, who realized that the

structure

of the financial industry was changing

we do are essential. However, there is a

strong

proponent for each indicator in upper-level

considered it's a fairly minor one, although it's

strictly

an offence and it doesn't comply… it's

norms, according to their social network

structure

. Thus, the degree of fit between phonological

to do with any deficiency in antiracist

strategy

or method. On the contrary, it only proved

AFPFL, and particularly the Communists, were

strictly

puritanical) but he was preaching a stiffer

and to the workforce in Scotland. From a

strategic

or competitive viewpoint, the two outstanding

hedges were torn up, red-brick or gritstone

streets

, short and straight, multiplied every year

passengers and vehicles of every kind; the new

streets

that had stopped disheartened in the mud

as those in Japan. Moreover, whatever its

strength

, its form within the UK, including its

drawn to work in the social services is a

strong

commitment to those services. In this sense

barriers between the various grades and to

stress

the importance of many of the managerial

reaction was so encouraging that it gave me the

strength

to carry on. When we could find nowhere

raced, what does he want? A video? Let me be

strong

. But I didn't feel strong, I was

of notes that seemed to have no coherent

structure

, but somehow managed to sound rhythmic.

high, with no doors or openings, and too

strong

to pull down easily. As soon as Ben

Turkish menace overcame their fear of a

strong

king, and they elected the ruthless and

We will remember them.' ' Tears were

streaming

down Cora-Beth's face as she clung to Harry

union official calling its members out on

strike

is therefore protected but it has been

strength over with, aware, perhaps, of limited

strength

. But Harrison was a long-headed young man

She hurriedly did as she was instructed,

stretching

her body right over the wooden top of the

were a child holding her. She soon realised

strength

meant nothing in their oily state, and

thrashed before, apart from the half dozen

strokes

of the cane suffered at Holmsly

your apprentice.' Joe put his great

strong

hand on my shoulder in the gentlest possible

worry, Glumdalclitch,' I replied. `As I'm a

stranger

here, I don't mind being shown to people

I agreed. Unfortunately, we sailed

straight

into a terrible storm, which drove us many

tulips and wallflowers in a vase, paper

streamers

across the ceiling and a banner in the

drunk and a bit stoned from a couple of

strong

Js smoked out in the garden earlier with

Andy licked his fingers and started to

stroke

them up and down over the purple bulge

tweeds. I'd never seen her without a single

string

of pearls, which she fingered constantly

described in this chapter have altered the

structure

of relationships within the rural population

We should note finally a separate

strand

in Galbraith's argument, to the effect

